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His favorite quotation is “Great ideas are hogwash. Style and structure are the essence of great 
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Deadly Sin #6: End-of-Sentence Tack-ons 
 
One of the easiest errors to stumble into is the misplaced modifier. I would like to focus briefly on a type 
of misplaced modifier that is common in scientific writing: the tacking on, at the end of a sentence or 
clause, of phrases introduced by “compared with,” “resulting in,” or “based on.”  
 
Example: 
However, there is greater use of injectables among married women compared with single women. 
 
Problem:  
The rule of proximity (modifiers will try to attach to the nearest word they can modify) makes the 
tacked-on “compared with” appear to modify married women, rather than the whole clause “there is 
greater use.” 
 
Revision: 
However, married women are more likely than single women to use injectables. 
 
 
Example: 
Varied prevalences are observed in other groups, resulting in lower R-squared values. 
 



Problem:  
“Resulting in” appears to modify “other groups,” rather than the entire thought of the main clause. 
 
Revision: 
The varied prevalences in other groups result in lower R-squared values. 
 
  
Example: 
Editors as Intelligent Sitizens (EIS) reported a tenfold increase in jargon, based on multiple aggression 
tests of five former CDC authors. 
 
Problem:  
“Based on” appears to modify the nearest noun: jargon. “Jargon” thus appears to be “based on multiple 
aggression tests.” 
 
Revision: 
After analyzing multiple aggression tests of five former CDC authors, Editors as Intelligent Sitizens (EIS) 
reported a tenfold increase in jargon. 
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